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In this paper we establish three theorems concerning the asymptotic distribu- 
tions of ordinary least-squares estimates of the parameters of a stochastic 
difference equation. We show that, if there is at least one root of the associated 
characteristic equation with modulus less than one and if all the roots have moduli 
different from one, the vector of least-squares estimates converges in distribution 
to a normally distributed vector. The distribution of the limiting vector is 
degenerate if there is at least one root with modulus greater than one. The 
results we obtain represent extensions of results proviously obtained by H. B. 
Mann and A. Wald, H. Rubin, J. S. White, T. W. Anderson, M. M. Rao, 
T. J. Muench, and the author. 
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The basic results obtained before are stated in the form of three general 
theorems below. These are Theorems 1, 2, and 4. Our new results are presented 
in Theorems 3, 5, and 6. 
THEOREM 1. Let (x(t); t = -n + 1, --n + 2,...} be a fumdy of real- 
valued random variables which satisfy the conditions 
(i) x(t) = Z~ w. pr. l(- with probability l), t = --+I + I,..., 0; 
(ii) Ex(t)2 < 00, t = 1, 2,...;l and 
(iii) C& a,x(t - K) = v(t), t = 1, 2 ,..., 
where 5i and a, are real constants with a, = 1, and where {r](t); t = 1, 2,...} is a 
family of nondegenerate, independently and identically distributed real random 
variables with mean zero. Next let a = (a, ,..., a,,) and let 6(N) = 
(4(N),..., B,(N)), N > n, be a sequence of random vectors which for each N and 
“almost all” realizations of the x(t) satisfy 
5 (x(t) + f W’?x(t - k))Z = m~j:ang (r(t) + i: akx(t - k))‘. (1.1) 
kl k=l k=l 
Then d(N) converges in probability to a; i.e., 
p Jili- d(N) = a. (1.2) 
This theorem was originally established by Mann and Wald under the additional 
assumptions that Ev( 1)” < cc and that the moduli of the roots of the charac- 
teristic polynomial 
xnM(z) 3 i akzn-k (1.3) 
k=O 
are all less than 1. Anderson established the theorem for the case when the roots 
of M(z) all have moduli greater than one, and Rao proved the theorem for the 
case when M(z) has two roots, one with modulus less than one and one with 
modulus greater than 1. Finally Rubin proved the theorem for n = 1, and 
Muench proved it for an arbitrary n. 
THEOREM 2. Let {x(t); t = -n + 1, -n + 2,...} be a family of random 
variables which satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. Moreover, let 4(N) and 
1 If x is a random variable, then Ex denotes the expected value of x. If x = (xl ,..., x,) 
is a vector-valued random variable, then Ex = (Ex, ,..., Ex,,). Finally, if x = {~ii}~~i.,<~ 
is a matrix-valued random variable, then Ex = {EJc~~}~~~.~~~ . 
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M(z) be as defined in (1.1) and (1.3), respectively. Then the following assertions 
are true. 
(1) If the mod& of the roots of M(S) are all less than 1, the matrix 
rl f jili 
i 
N-l 5 Ex(t - if x(t -j) I<~ j<n 
t=1 1 xr. 
is well-dewed (i.e., the &nit exists) and ~o~‘tive de~m.te. corker, the rrmdom 
vectors y/X (d(N) - a converge in distribution to an n x 1 normally distributed ) 
random vector 59 with mean zero and covariance matrix on2F;l, where a,,2 cz Eq( t)2. 
(2) If the moduli of the roots of M(x) are all greater than 1, ~7 0, denotes 
the xero vector in Rk (= the set of all k-dime-n&ma1 real vectors), if 
and 
and zjc 
and 
n(t) 55 (x(t),..., x(t - n + 1))‘, t = 0, l,..., (1.5) 
(1.6) 4(t) = h,(t), L-l)‘?  =l,.. ,
-a, -as *** -a, 
1 0 *‘a 0 
0 1 *** 0 in:.: . . . . 0 0 *I* 1 0 Ar 
m I 
U = c A-t S(0) + 2 A-“@) 
1 
a(O) + f A-kqk) ’ A’-t, 
I 
(1.8) 
t=1 “=l I;=1 
w = p FE 2 A-* A-m$(m) 
i 
q(T - t + 1) (1.9) 
t=1 
then U is nonsingular and positive definite w. pr. 1 and 
~$2 AN(d(N) - a)’ = U-C. (1.10) 
The first half of this theorem was proved by Mann and Wald under the additional 
assumption that all the moments of q( 1) exist and are finite. Anderson established 
the first half as stated and the second half under the additional assumption that 
U is nonsingular w. pr- 1. Finally, Muench showed that U must be nonsingular 
w. pr. 1 if the distribution of q(t) is nondegenerate. 
One of the purposes of this paper is to determine the asymptotic distribution 
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of the random vectors 4N (d(N) - a) of Theorem 2 when M(S) satisfies the 
conditions 
I%1 c L p = l,..., Al , 
and 
l%l> 1, p = hl + l,..., A. 
To do that we need to introduce some new symbols: 
k=O 
and 
0 0 0 *** 
0 1 0 0 
0 VI 1 II 
0 -931 
1 
4 : s,z 
%?a 
. . * . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
d nem 0 0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
*.. 
. . . 
. o- 
0 
0 
1 
VI 
%I- 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.14) 
With this additional notation our result can be stated as follows. 
THEORIM 3. Let {x(t); t = -n + 1, -a + 2 ,... ] be cz jb&‘y of ??mdom 
vayiahZes which sut&& conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. Moreover, let d(N) and 
M(z) be as dejked i?# (1.1) and (1.3), yes~ec~ve~, & ~SUSE Gut ~~2~ satisfzes 
(l.ll)-(1.13). Fin&y, let q(z), D(z), und R be US dejked in (1.14)-(1.16) and let 
w = 2 Pk@ - 4, t = -(a - m) + l,..., (1.17) 
k=o 
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Then F2 is well de&ed and positive dejkite. At50 the random vectors 
~~ (d(N) - a) converge in distributkm to 
where 3 = (~3~ ,..., 3,,+,J is an (n - ml-dimensional normally distributed 
random vector with mean zero and covurkce matrix c~~I’;‘. 
As an illustration of the preceding theorem consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1, Let {x(t); t = -PJ + I, -n + 2,...] be as in Theorem 3 and 
assume that 
M(z) = 2--y.% - q)(z - ix2)(2 - iz3), 
where 0 < zI < 1 < .zz < ~a. Then m = 2, 
t&G) = 1 - (za + z3) z-1 + !+23z-3, 
D(2) = 1 - zrz-1, 
and 
Moreover, 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
t = 0, l,..., 
(1.22) 
Finally, by Theorem 3 there is a normally distributed random variable with 
mean zero and variance o,,s&’ such that the random vectors dfl (&V) - a) 
converge in distribution to 2 = (0, 0, 9) R’ = 9 * (1, -(~a + z3), ~~2s). 
In interpreting the conditions of Theorems l-3 note that the distribution 
of T(t) haa always been taken to be independent of the vahres assumed by x(t) 
at t = -n + l,..., 0. This means that the x(t) should be thought of as repre- 
senting an experiment which starts at time t = 1 with fixed (i.e., nonrandom) 
initial conditions Z-n+z ,..., &$ . Such experiments occur frequently in physics 
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and chemistry. However, they are uncommon in sciences such as astronomy, 
meteorology and economics. In the latter, researchers are more likely to observe 
“on-going” processes than experiments with a fixed initial date. 
When the x(l) represent an on-going process rather than an experiment with 
a fixed initial date, the asymptotic properties of C?(N) change considerably as 
can be seen from Theorem 4 below. 
THEOREM 4. Let (Q, 3, P) be a proability space, let IA denote an element in Q, 
and let T G {..., -1, 0, l,...}. ikloreover, Zet M(z) be as dejned in (1.3) and assume 
that it satisjes (l.ll), and either (1.12) with Izr = Iz, or (1.13) with hI = 0, or 
both (1.12) and (1.13). Finah’y, Zet 7 = {rt(t, ok); t E T}, Y = {y(t, ok); t E T}, 
F E {f=(t, LO); t E T}, and X = {x(t, ok); t G T} be families of real random 
variables on (Q, 8, P) an d assume that they satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) The q(t, .) are nondegenerate, and independently and identically distributed 
with mean zero and fkite variance 
cTnz SF &(t, OJ)~; 
(ii) Y is a wide-sense stationary process2 which satisfies the equations 
i. w(t - k w) = dt, ~1, t E T; (1.23) 
(iii) F is a C‘deterministic” proces8 which satisfies the equations 
(1.24) 
and 
E4pg(~)z < a~, p = I,..., h; q = 0, l,..., nD - 1; (1.25) 
(iv) the v(t, .) and the ADg(*) are independently distributed, and for all t G T 
x(4 u) = Yk u) +fz(t, WI* t E T. (1.26) 
Then, zf c.S(IV, W) is as defined in (1.1) with the x(t) repZaced by the x(t, co), we can 
$nd a fkite partition of Q, QI ,..., J& , and a set of vectors 8, i = I ,..., l such that 
Qi lz iY and qQi) > 0, i = I,..., 1, (1.27) 
S Y = {y(& UJ); t E T} is a wide-sense stationary process if and only if Ey(t, W) = 0, 
t E T, and Ey(& UJ) y(t - S, CJJ) is finite and independent of t for all s E T. 
3 A random pkocess {x(t, UJ); t E T} is said to be deterministic if for all t x(t, *) is 
measurable with respect to the u-field generated by x(t - 1, *), .x(t - 2, a),... . 
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and sub that 
lili (d(N, co) - 8) = 0 a.e., (P{. 1 12~}-measz4re)4 i = l,..., 1, (1.28) 
where P{. 1 Q} denotes the conditional probability measure on Q given that L$ 
has occurred. 
In interpreting the conditions of Theorem 4, note that 
(1.29) 
Therefore, it is clear that Theorem 4 in fact generalizes the result of Theorem 1 
for fixed-initial-data experiments to the case when the x(t) represent an on-going 
process. Note also that a random process which satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) 
belongs to the class of dynamic stochastic processes as defined in [9]. 
From all appearance it looks like the processes considered in Theorems 1 and 
4 differ from one another only in that the initial conditions in one are fixed (i.e., 
nonrandom) while the initial conditions in the other are random. This and the 
fact that the limit in (1.2) is completely independent of the values assumed by 
x(t) for t = -n + l,..., 0, make it hard to intuit the reason why the conclusions 
drawn in the two theorems are so different. The following simple arguments 
will show why. 
Let {x(t); t = -n + 1, -n + 2,...} be as specified in Theorem 1, and let 
.X = {x(t, UJ); t E T} be as specified in Theorem 4. Then observe that Condition 
(iii) of Theorem 1 and (1.29) imply that there exist constants yS, s = 0, l,..., 
and real-valued functions q~(.) on [-n + 1, -n + 2,...) and $5(e) on [-n + 1, 
-n + 2,...) XQ such that 
61 (4 44 = d4 + Zi mtt - Q t = 1, 2,...; 
(b) v(t) = TV, t = -n + l,..., 0; and 
(c) xiso akv(t - h) = 0, t = 1, 2 ,... . 
(ii) (a) x(t, ~0) = +(t, 0~) + ~~~~~S~(t - s, CIJ), t = 1, 2 ,...; 
(b) +(t, U) = x(t, UJ), t = -n + l,..., 0; and 
(c) x&a@(t-h,u) =Oforall~~Qandt = 1,2,.... 
Assertions (i) and (ii) make precise what it means to say that the two processes 
in Theorems 1 and 4 differ in that one has fixed initial conditions while the 
other has random initial conditions. 
4 The statement “a.e.” means “almost everywhere with respect to a given measure” 
and is synonymous with the expression w.pr.1. 
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Next observe (cf. [3, pp. 36-391 for detailed arguments) that there is a 
wide-sense stationary solution to (1.29). The IS solution is unique in the sense 
that any other solution can differ from it only on an Q-set of P-measure zero. 
Thus we may pick the Y-process defined in Theorem 4 as the wide-sense 
stationary solution of (1.29). If we do, we can also find constants p8 , s E T such 
that 
A6 ml = f 78TQ - s9 WI a.e., for all t E T, 
a=-fa 
and assert that 
for all t 6 T. 
If the zD in (1.1 I) satisfy 1 zD 1 < 1, p = I ,..., h, yS = 0 for s < 0. If the Z~ 
satisfy 1 2= ] > I, p = I ,..., k, fs = 0 for s > 0. Otherwise fS # 0 for s > 0 
and for s < -k where k is a positive integer which depends on the multiplicity 
ofthez=withi za 1 > 1. 
Finally, observe that the last equation and conditions (ii) above imply that 
w, 4 = f&, u) + f 78# - s, al for f = -rr + l,..., 0, 
8=-m 
and that there exist random variables &(.), p = I ,..., k; k = 0 ,..., nP - 1, 
such that 
+(f, UJ) = F1 2 L&~(cu)(~~z$), for all cu E G’ and t = -n + 1, -fz + 2,... . 
From the last two equations and from (ii)(b) we can draw 
conclusions. 
the following 
(1) If 1 a9 1 < 1 for all p = I ,. .., /z, the &( *) are linear functions of the 
f&, *), t = -n + I ,..., 0, and of the q(t, *) for t < 0. 
(2) If 1 Z~ 1 > 1 for all p = l,..., /z, the &k(‘) are linear functions of the 
f&, *), t = --?I + l,..., 0, and of the q(t, *) for t + rr > k, where k is-a positive 
integer which depends on the multiplicity of the various Z~ . 
(3) If some of the zD have moduli smaller than one and some greater 
than one, the &(*) are linear functions of thej%(t, .), t = -rz + l,..., 0, and 
of the v(t, *) for t < 0 and for t + n > k, where k is a positive integer which 
depends on the multiplicity of the Z~ with 1 z,, 1 > 1. 
The preceding observations allow us to point out one other way in which the 
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processes in Theorems 1 and 2 differ. In Theorem 1 the q(t), t = 1,2,... are 
implicitly assumed to be independently distributed of q(t), t = -n + 1, 
-n + 2,..., 0, and hence of y(t) for t 2 1 as well. In Theorem 4 the v(t, .) are 
assumed to be independently distributed of F. This means that, if 1 z,, 1 < 1 
for all p, the q(t, *) for t 2 I are independently distributed of the $(t, *) for 
t = -n + I, -n + 2,... . In all other cases the distribution of the q(t, *) for 
t > 1 is not independent of the values assumed by c$j(& *) for t = -rr + l,..., 0. 
Evidently, in these cases the process considered in Theorem 2 differs in a second 
fundamental way from the process considered in Theorem 1. It is, therefore, 
revealing to observe that the conclusions of the two theorems differ only when 
at least one of the xP has modulus greater than one as can be seen from the next 
comment. 
In interpreting the conclusions of Theorem 4 note that the sets Q are defined 
in terms of values assumed by the J&&.)‘s (and not the &,(a)‘~!), and that the 
ci vectors are defined in terms of the .q,. For instance, if M(z) satisfies both 
(1.12) and (1.13) with 1 < Jzr < A, if 
~~~~:~~~~~)#O,p=~+l,...,~;~=n~-l~C~~, 
and 
B={tO: Am(co) = 0, p = hl + l,..., A; q = 0, I ,..., nP - 1) c i21 ; 
and if P(/l) > 0 and P(B) > 0, then cz = a, and cl = b, where b = (6r ,..., &) 
is defined by 
In the special case when ] zP ] < 1 for all p = 1,. .., !z, then l= 1 and cr = a 
regardless of the values assumed by the kl&*)‘s. 
Hannan [4, Theor. VI.1, p. 3291 proved the validity of (1.28) for the special 
case when 1 zP \ < 1, p = l,..., h, and when j@(t, U) = 0. As stated above 
Theorem 4 was first established in [lo]. The interested reader is referred to 
[IO] for more details concerning the construction of the partition of Q and for 
examples illustrating the conclusions of Theorem 4. 
So much for Theorem 4. Next we will determine the asymptotic distributions 
of vectors of the form 
where the @V, a) and the cz are as in Theorem 4, and where the AN are either 
real numbers or rr x n matrices which satisfy 
(1.31) 
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First some additional notation. Let 
and 
O<mp<np, p = l,..., Jr; (1.32) 
(1.33) 
Moreover redefine ( !) p~( .) in terms of Q( .) as 
t&z) ZiE z tpkx-k E?E x?* pzb+l @ - J%JrnP~ (1.34) 
k=O 1 
and let D(z) = iVZ(z)/~(z) as in (1.15) with v(z) as in (I .34). Finally, let 
k=O 
When Izr = /z, cp(z) is taken to equal 1 and C(z) to equal &Z(z). When m* = 0 
and Izr # A, ck = bk , /c = l,..., a, where the bk are as defined in (1.30). 
Now a theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let 7, Y, F, X, and M(z) be as in Theorem 4 and assume that 
they satisfy the conditions specijed there. Moreover, let Q( .), q~( *), D( .), and C( .) 
be as specijed abowe in (1.32)-(1.35), and Zet 
Finally, let 
t G T. (1.38) 
~7 z 
I 
CO; go qkfz(t - k, U) = 0, t E T, and there is no polynomial 
N(z) = 1 I&Z-~ such that s < Y, 
k=O 
io!7k.fdt - k, ~1 = 0, t E T, and k @kz # 01, 
k=O 
(1.39) 
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and assume that 
P(9) > 0. 
Then the following assertions are true. 
(1.40) 
(1) If m * = 0, for all z E Rn 
jili IJ{fLl: %m(d(N, UJ) - b) < z 1 .Y} 
= (2TRJ~a)-~1s 1 r2 Ill2 1 exp -(l/2uc2)(zJJ’s~) du, (1.41) 
(u~R”:u<z} 
where ~~2 G Ef(t, ~)s, 1 l-‘a 1 is the determinant of Fa , 
l-2 EC {-qy(t - i, u)y(t - j, u) I ~HISi,&2 > (1.42) 
and E{. 1 ~7) denotes the expected value of (.) with respect to P{. 1 9’}. 
(2) If 0 < m* < n, if uL2 FE E[(t, u)~ and if 
r4 = WY& - 6 U)Y2P -.i w) I mIG,Kn-vn* 9 (1.43) 
then there exists a normally distributed vector 9 = (gi ,..., gn+*) with mean 
zero and covariance matrix uc2c1 such that the vectors dx (d(N, W) - c) 
converge in distribution to 
uf = (Om* , 93) R’, 
where R is as defined in (1.16) with v( .) and D(.) as specified in (I .32)-( 1.35), 
and where c = (cr ,..., c,J with the ck as defined in (1.35). 
The first half of Theorem 5 is related to the first half of Theorem 2 in the 
following way. Suppose that 1 sP 1 < 1 for all p = I,..., h. Then T(Z) = 1, 
m* = 0, bk = ak , k = I ,..., n, and ((t, W) = v(t, U) for all t E T. Moreover, 
it is easy to show that, if the variance of the q(t, .) is the same as the variance 
of the T(t) of Theorem 2, then ra as defined in (1.42) equals I’i as defined in 
(1.4). Consequently. 
If 1 .z= 1 < 1, p = I ,..., h, and zy the variance of the q(t, .) and the T(t) are 
identical, the limiting distribution of the vectors ~~ (&(N, CO) - u) is the same as 
the limiting distribution of the random vectors ~~ (d(N) - u) of Theorem 2. 
The second half of Theorem 5 is related to the conclusions of Theorem 3 
in the following way. Suppose that Q(Z) = m(s), and that &r(z) satisfies 
(l.ll)-(1.13). Then 0 < m* < n, and 
Y={co: AD,&) # 0, p = l,..., h; q = nD - l}. 
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Moreover m* = m, ck = uk , A = l,..., rz, [(t, UJ) = q(t, U) for all i e T, and 
the v(.), D(a), and R of Theorem 5 are identical with the v(a), D(.), and R of 
Theorem 3. Finally, it is easy to show that, if the variance of v(t, *) is the same 
as the variance of the 7(t) of Theorem 3, then rk as defined in (1.43) equals I’s 
as defined in (1.18). Consequently, 
1j Q(z) = &f(z), q M(z) &kjies (1.11~(1.13), und ij the vuriunce oj ~(t, .) 
is identical with the variance of v(t), then the limitiq distribution of the vectors 
~~ (d(N, CO) - a) is the same as the limiting distribution of the random vectors 
dN(d(N) - u) of Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 7, Y, F, X, and M(a) be as in Theorem 5 and suppose that 
M(2) = 2-3(2 - 21)(2 - 2&(2 - 23), (1.45) 
where 0 < 2I < 1 < 22 < 23. Then 
+, w) = y(t, w) + &(“‘) 21~ + “%&") 2: + &I+") 23’. ww 
We consider two special cases. 
Cuse I. Let Q(2) = &I(2). Then m* = 2, c = a, 
9 = {w : Aio(w) # 0, i = 1,2, 3}, (1.47) 
and ~(a), D(e), and R are as defined (1.19~(1.21). Moreover, [(t, w) = v(t, w), 
for all t E T, 
y&, w) - w& - 1, w) = v(t, ~1, t e !I’. (1.49) 
From (1.48) and (1.49) it follows that 
Y2(4 w) = g %W - s, WI9 t E T, wm 
s-0 
and hence that 
r* = u2/(1 - 23, (1.51) 
which equals I’2 as defined in (1.22) if the variance of the v(t, 0) equals the 
variance of the q(t) of Example 1. Finally, from Theorem 5 it follows that the 
limiting distribution of the vectors ~~ (a(N, w) - u) equals the distribution 
of the vector (0, 0, 3) R’, where 9 is normally distributed with mean zero 
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and variance CT,,~~;‘. This limiting distribution is the same as the limiting 
distribution of the dfl (d(N) - a) of Example I if the variance of 7(t) equals 
the variance of ~(t, e). 
Case II. Suppose that 
Q(z) = ,z+(z - zl)(z - i+). (1.52) 
Then m* = 1, 
9 = {ul : A&l) # 0, i = 1,2; &J(U) = O}, (1.53) 
I&z) = 1 - zsz-1 (1.54) 
D(2) = I - (21 + z3) 2-l + 2l23.rz (1.55) 
C(2) = 1 - (zr + zs + 51) 2-l + (z& + Zi(2$ + z;l)) z-2 - zrzs.z;W, 
and 
Moreover, 
and 
I 1 0 
R = -(q + z3) -z2 1 . 
2123 0 -2-Z 
y&, UJ) = y(t, UJ) - +y(t - 1, QJ), t E T, 
&, u) = y(4 al - (21 + 22 + ql)Y(t - 19 m) 
+ (2z2;l + 21(22 + 23)y(t - 2, m) - 2p&Y(t - 3, WI- 
Finally, if we let 
then it is easy to see that 
(1.56) 
(1.57) 
(1.58) 
(1.59) 
(1.61) 
Theorem 5 now implies that there exists a normally distributed random vector 
3 = (gl , 3s) with mean zero and covariance matrix Q&r such that 
~~ (+V, OJ) - c) converges in distribution to 
Z = (0, ‘3) R’ = ($ , ?I2 - 2391, -23593). (1.62) 
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Evidently, if 2 = (Z1 , Sz , &.), then 
x3 = -x2z52l - ~3~~2~ w. pr. I. (1.63) 
The conclusions of Theorem 5 in the generality in which they are stated are 
new. Note, however, that the first half of Theorem 5 under the additional 
assumption that 1 sP 1 < I, p = l,..., h is an immediate consequence of a 
theorem which is proved in Hannan’s book and in Anderson’s book (cf. [4, 
Theor. VI.1, p. 329; 2, Theor. 5.5.7, p. 2001). When &(t, CO)* < co and 
1 x* 1 < l,P = I,..., h, the first half of Theorem 5 is an immediate consequence 
of a theorem of Grenander and Rosenblatt (cf. [3, pp. Ill-1141). 
The condition m* < n is crucial for the validity of Theorem 5 as can be 
seen from our next and last theorem. 
THEOF~EM 6. Let 7, Y, F, X, and M(z) be as in Theorem 4 and assume that 
they satisfy the conditions speci$ed there. Moreover, assume that 
l%l > 13 p = l,..., h, 
and 
4wkJ~ # 0 a.e., p = l,..., h; q = nD- 1. 
Finally, let A be as dejned in (1.7); and let 
f&, u) = Cf&, ~h..vf& - * + 1, UN’> t E T, 
and 
Then FJu) is of full rank a.e., and for all x E Rn 
Jili P{oJ: AN(&(N, u) - a)’ < ,zj 
= P 1~: [F&o)%,(uJ)]-~ [ -gI A-y& u) q(s, u)] G j. (1.67) 
II. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3, 5, AND 6 
To prove Theorems 3, 5, and 6 we must first establish several auxiliary 
lemmas. 
A. Auxiliary Lemmas. The first three lemmas are well known and we 
record them here without proof. 
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LJWMA 1. Let 7, Y, and M(z) be as in Theorem 4, and assume that 7 and Y 
satisjy corzditions (i)-(ii) and that M(z) satis$es (1.11) with 1 zp 1 # 1,p = l,..,, h. 
Moreover, let b = (bI ,..., b,J and [ = {[(t, UJ); t E T} be as de$ned in (1.30) and 
(1.36), respectiveZy; Zet 
and 
jj(t, co) = (y(t, a) ,..., y(t - rz + 1, co))‘, t E T; 
ud let 
r5 SE qt, co) jqt, co)‘; 
and 
Then there exist constants {yS ; s E T} such that 
and $nite constants K and A such that 0 < A < 1 and 
Jqt, uJ)y(t - k, &I) = 0 for all t E T and k = 1, 2,..., 
E&t, co) [(s, co) = 0 for all (t, s) E T x T, t # s, 
y(t, a,) = 2 Bk&t - k, u), t E T, 
k=O 
Finally, I’5 is nonsingular and positive de$nite. 
5 This part of Lemma 1 was proved in [lo] (cf. [lo, Lemma 3, p. 191). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
6831414-2 
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LEMMA 2. Let 7 E {q(t, CO); t E T} be as in Lemma 1, u& Zet {CQ ; h G Tj 
(2.91 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
exp -(~~/2&~) d=. 
(2.12) 
When c? w2 = 0, the right-hand side of (2.12) should be replaced with the 
Heavyside function. 
The reader might note that C? w as defined in (2.1 I) also satisfies the following 
equation 
This follows from the easily verified fact that 
LEMMA 3. Let u = (z+ ,..., u,,)’ be a vector-valued random varkzble with 
mean m-0 and non-singu&z~ covariance matrix 
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Then u is a normally distributed random vector g and only $ for all 
a s (al ,..., s) # 0 au is a normally di&huted random wriabk. 
LEMMA 4. Let q, Y, [, and M(z) be as in Lemma 1 and assume that they 
satisfy the conditions spec$ed there. Moreover, let I’5 , b, and yS , s e T ulso be as 
in Lemma 1. Fi~lly, let 
and 
of2 zz Ef(t, CIJ)~, (2.16) 
= (2?74+s 1 r5 /--l@ j exp -(&~T~~)(u’&%) du. (2.18) 
(u~R”:u<z~ 
fio?f. Let g = (g1 ,-**, &z), 
/%I = f i?kye+k > v E T, (2.19) 
k=l 
and 
W(t, c.01 sz g!P(t, CO), t E T. (2.20) 
Then the W(t, w) satisfy (2.9) with the j?* and the aP as defined in (2.19) and 
(2.15). Moreover (2.2) implies that the & and aF obviously satisfy (2.7) and (2.8). 
Consequently (by Lemma 21, 
with ~7~ aa defined in (2.11). 
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Since g was arbitrary, (2.20), (2.21), and Lemma 3 can easily be seen to 
imply that we can conclude the proof of Lemma 4 by showing that 
lil& EN-l f !P(t, OJ) Y(s, co)’ = u~V’~ . 
La=1 
(2.22) 
This we do as follows. Observe first that, for all (t, s) > 1 
?P(f, w) !P(s, w)’ = 
- 20,; f Y~+~~~Y~+(t-s)+~~v+(t-~) 9 (2.24) 
p=-co 
and that (by (2.1)) (2.3)) (2.4)) (2.19, and (2.16)) 
= up&j - i) + 0 + 0 = u~2Rv( j - i), 
where 
I?&) SE Ey(t, w) y(f + s, w), s E T. 
From (2.23)-(2.26) it follows that (2.22) is true as stated. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Q.E.D. 
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To state and prove the next two lemmas we introduce the following notation. 
YAW) = (YU, ~~,*.*, Yv? WV, (2.27) 
&‘(4 Es {YP, GLYPH - 1, w)h N > n, (2.28) 
W, w) = +,+J) &&W &~J~Y,+J), N > n, (2.29) 
and 
&I = &,(WW), s E T’. (2.30) 
LEMMA 5. Let 7, Y, .$, und M(z) b e as in Lemma 1 and assume that they 
satisfy the conditions speci$ed there. Moreover, let ?P = {!P(t, UJ); t E T} and 
BN’(u), N > n be as dejned in (2.17) and (2.28), respectively. Finally, let 
Then 
Jili E 11 N-‘l~z&,‘(~) .&(w) - N-(1/z) f Y’(t, w) 11 = 0.6 
t=1 
Proof. To prove this lemma we first observe that 
iObkpw(j-k)=O forall jai, 
and hence that 
Now 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
= iLbk( 
y(t - 1, w)y(t - k w) -P& - k)y(f - 1, w)~ 
y(t - n, w) y(t - k, W) .- p,,(n - k) y(t - n, w)~ 
y(t - i, W) y( t - k, w) - pV(z’ - k) y(t - 6 w)’ 
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P#Q 
Consequently by (2.33)-(2.35) and by (2.17), 
Since, for j = l,..., n, and for k = 0, I ,..., rz 
(2.37) 
ZZZ 0.0 (2.38) 
From (2.36) and (2.38) it follows that (2.31) is true as stated. Q&D. 
’ We have borrowed the idea underlying (2.37)-(2.38) from ‘.I’. W. Anderson’s proof 
of his Lemma 8.4.3 (cf. [Z, p. 493, Eqs. (71)-(73}]& 
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LEMMA 6. Let q, Y, F, and X be as in Theorem 4, and assume that they satkfy 
the conditiotu spec$ed there. Moreover, let 
i+(t, W) = (x(t, w) ,..., x(t - n + I, w))‘, t E T, 
and 
G(W) = (x(1, w),..., q, w))‘, N > n; 
Zet a(N, *) be as de$md in (2.29), and let 
&‘(w) ZE {Z(O, w) ,..., %(N - 1, w)}, N > n. 
Finalkj, let 
a1 5s {w : Am(w) = 0, p = hI + I ,..., h; q = 0 ,..., np - l}, 
and assume that P(&) > 0. Then 
ci(N, w)’ = -{I&‘(w) &a,(~)}-~ &‘(w) q.,(w), N > n, 
and 
(2.39) 
(2.41) 
l& 11 h(N, w)’ - Z(N, w)ij = 0 a.e., P{. 1 aI]. (2.42) 
The validity of (2.41) is obvious and the validity of (2.42) is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 6 in [lo]. So for brevity’s sake we omit the proof of 
Lemma 6 here. 
LEMMA 7. Let T, Y, F, and X be as in Theorem 4 and assume that they 
satisfy the conditions spec$ed there. Moreover, let G$ be as in (2.40) and assume 
that P(G?$) > 0. Then, for all z E Rn 
where b, [, and r5 are as dejined in (1.30), (1.36), and in Lemma 1, respectively. 
Proof. From (2.39), (2.41), (1.30), and (1.36) it follows easily that 
qp(d(N, w) - b)’ = -{N-I&’ B&J)}-~ N-l12BN’(~) &&J), WE&, 
G.44) 
where f,,,(w) is as defined in Lemma 5. Moreover, it follows from conditions 
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(i), (ii), and (iv) of Th eorem 4, from the fact that the moduli of the roots of 
M(z) are different from 1, and from Lemma 5 in [lo] (cf. [lo, p. 221) that 
hm N-lBN’(w) BN(~) = rS iv+= a.e., (P{. 1 &)-measure). (2.45) 
Finally, from (1.30) and (1.36), from conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4, and 
from Lemmas 4 and 5 it follows that 
But if that is so then (2.44), (2.29), (2.45)-(2.46), and (2.42) imply that (2.43) 
is true as stated. Q.E.D. 
B. Proof of Theorem 5. To establish Theorem 5 we must prove two 
assertions. The validity of Assertion 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 
and therefore needs no further proof. To prove Assertion 2 we proceed as 
follows. Let 
q(t, w) = x d&t - k, CO), 
k=O 
t E T, (2.47) 
and 
Then 
and 
xz(t, w) = 2 v,$(t - k, w), t E T. (2.48) 
k=O 
n-m* 
Moreover, if 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
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then Yl E {yr(t, w); r E 7’} and Ys z {yz(t, w): t E Tj are wide-sense stationary 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
then there are random variables A;*(U), p = /zi + I ,..., /z; q = 0, I,..., mD - 1 
and A:*(W), p = I ,..., Ai ; q = 0, I ,..., np - 1 such that 
j-1(& u) = i y1 &*(4*z;), tET, foralluEQ; (2.57) 
D=hI+l q=O 
for all p = /zi + l,..., /z, q = mp - 1, and for all w E 9’: 
(2.58) 
hl nn-l 
To prove Theorem 5, we also recall that 
and define 
G(z) SE x gkrk ES C(z)/‘&). 
k=O 
It follows from (2.70), (2.71), and (2.61) that 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
But if that is so then (2.52), (2.54), (2.62), (1.35), the fact that 7 is a purely 
random process, and Lemma I imply that 
q4 UlY& - k m) = 0 for all t E T and k = l,..., n - m*. (2.63) 
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To prove our theorem we still need to define several new symbols. Let R be 
as in (1.16) with &r) and D(z) as defined in Theorem 5; and let 
and 
igt, w) ZE (zl(t, w),..., zx(t - ?n* + I, w))’ 
ww 
qt, co) = (z&, c.0) ,..., z&t - ?z + tn* + 1, W))‘, 
(2.65) 
(2.66) 
and 
Then by (2.49) 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
and 
&&)R = Z&L+ (2.71) 
Since both BM( OJ and ZN(~) are of full rank for all CO E 9, it follows from ) 
(2.71) that R is nonsingular. 
If we now observe that (by (1,32)-(1.35) and (2.60)) 
for all i’V > n and all OJ E 9, (2.72) 
~/2(~(~, to) - c)’ = - ~1/2(~~‘(~~ &‘(oJ))-l &‘(uJ) &&o). (2.73) 
Thus to prove the theorem we must show that the right-hand side of (2.83) 
converges in the required way to g as defined in Theorem 5. This we do in the 
following way: Let I,+me be the (9z - m*) identity matrix, let 
(2.74) 
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and observe that 
iyBN’(~) BN(up BN’@JJ [N&J) 
= Nl~2RDN’(D&.‘(to) ZN(uJ) DN’)-l D&g’(u) [&J). (2.75) 
We will accomplish our task by showing that on 9 the right-hand side of (2.75) 
converges in distribution to % with R as defined in (1.16) and with 3 as defined 
in (2.94)-(2.95) below. 
We showed in [lo] (cf. [lo, p. 361) that 
r 
(2.76) 
where F+,Ju) and I’d are as defined as follows: Let 
and 
Then 
Y2(4 W) = (~~(4 w),...,y2(t - TZ + m* + 1, IN’, t E r (2.78) 
q-,&J = {.&L WI> &z ~~,...I~ (2.79) 
and 
r4 ZE Jw2(4 m) 92@> w)‘l* (2.80) 
It is also easy to show (cf. [lo, Lemma 6, p. 23, Eqs. (3.89)-(3.93), pp. 36-371) 
that for large enough N 
, OJ E 9’. (2.81) 
Now it follows from (1.34), (1.35), (2.52), (2.54), (2.60)-(2.63), from the obvious 
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analogues of Lemmas 4 and 5, and from Conditions (i) and (iv) of Theorem 4 
that 
= (27r~~~)-~~-~*~~~ 1 I’+, i-Ii2 ~~~~“-~*:~<~~ exp -~(u’(u~~I’J--~u) du. 
J (2.82) 
On the other hand xrz1 &‘$(O, w) [(i - s + 1, m) does not converge. 
However it is easy to show that the random variable 
zqcu) ZSE pl& i A-yl(o, w) gjv - ‘0 + l,m) (2.83) 
.Il=l 
is well detined and has finite variance. But if that is so, we can let 
3 = ($i& ,..., GY+,,+*) be a normally distributed random vector such that 
E3 = 0, (2.84) 
and 
EC@“59 = ec2F;? (2.85) 
Then it follows from (2.75), (2.76), (2.81), (2.82)-(2.85), and 
(2.86) 
that Assertion 2 of Theorem 5 is valid as stated with R as defined in (1.16), 
and with G? as defined in (2.84), (2.85). Q.E.D. 
C. Proof of Theorem 6. We note first that the a.e., full rank of Pea(a) is 
an immediate consequence of (1.65) and needs no further proof. 
Next we note that it foIIows from (1.3), (1.71, (1.1 I), (I&), (1.65), (2.41), 
and from Eqs. (2.32), (3.22), (3.25), (3.27), (3.19), and (3.21) in [IO] (cf. [lo], 
pp. 21 and 27-28) that 
(2.88) 
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and 
(2.89) 
then the fact that the q(t, UJ) are independently and identically distributed 
imply that z and w have the same probability distribution. But if that is so, the 
validity of (1.67) is an immediate consequence of (2.88), (2.89). Q.E.D. 
D. Proof of Theorem 3. Th e proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the proof 
of the second half of Theorem 5. So we will only sketch an outline of the proof 
and leave most of the details to the reader. 
First, let v(z), D(z), and R be as defined in (1.14)-( 1.16); let {u(t); t = 
-(n - RZ) + l,...} be as defined in (1.17); and let 
w(t) GE 1 dg(t - h), 
k=O 
Moreover, let 
t = -m + 1, -m + 2,... . (2.90) 
ii(t) = (24(t),..., u(t - (n - m) + I))‘, t = 0, I,... ; 
6(t) = (w(t),..., w(t - m + 1))‘, t = 0, l,... ; 
and 
/-dl -dz ... -dn+j 
11 0 ... 0 
Finally, let A be as defined in (2.69) with m* = m; and let 
4w = w9 Lm-$9 t = 1, 2,..., 
(2.91) 
and 
Then 
22(t) = Dqt - 1) +4(t) 
t-1 
and 
= m(0) + z D$(t - s), 
S=O 
C(t) = Aqt - 1) + q*(t) 
t-1 
= A%(O) + 2 A%)*(t - s), 
1, 2,... . 
t = 1, 2,*..: (2.92) 
t = 1, 2,... . (2.93) 
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It is now fairly easy to show that 
and that 
N 
pj+% N-1 1 zi(t - 1) zqt - 1)’ = ra . 
t=1 
(2.94) 
(2.95) 
It is also easy to show that 
= 2 A-8 ]6(0) + gl A-mv*(m)i ]6(0) +i A-m~*(m)/r AQ TV. pr. 1, 
84 
(2.96) 
p$z N+*A-N k ij(t - l)zz(t - 1)’ = 0, 
t=1 
(2.97) 
and 
pl& N-l12 ; zi(t - l)ij(t - 1)’ A&-N = 0. (2.98) 
t=1 
Since it is well known that the right-hand side of (2.94) is nonsingular and 
positive definite (cf. (2.6) and Lemma l), and since Muench has shown (cf. 
[6, Lemmas 4.1-4.2, pp. I I-131) that the right-hand side of (2.96) is nonsingular 
w. pr. 1 and hence positive definite w. pr. 1, it follows from (2.94)-(2.98) that 
the block-diagonal matrix 
is nonsingular w. pr. I and satisfies the relation 
(2.99) 
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where DN is as defined in (2.84) and W(N) is defined as 
WiY = Mm WV)} (2.100) 
with V(N)’ = {G(O) ,..., G(N - 1)) and U(N)’ = {G(O) ,..., zi(N - l)}. 
By arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 5 we find that 
(d(N) - u)’ = -RDN’(DNW’(N)’ W(iV) DN’)-l DJV(N)’ T,I~, (2.101) 
where Q,, = (q(l),..., v(N))‘. Consequently, once we observe that the random 
vector 
= p jii f A-3 C(O) + f 
I 
Le?j*(m) 
1 
7j(Iv - s + 1) (2.102) 
S=l Tlkl 
is well defined with finite mean, we can appeal to (2.86), (2.99) and conclude 
the proof of Theorem 3 by showing that, for all a E Rn-m 
where Pr. {e} denotes the probability of the event in the brackets happening. 
To establish (2.103) note that 
= @V + /WV). 
It is quite clear that 
(2.104) 
lim a(N) = 0 
N-X 
w. pr. 1, (2.105) 
W(N) = 0, N > n, (2.106) 
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ij’k = u;T2 . (2.107) 
0 0 ... 0 
Moreover, it is also easy to see that, for each e > 0 and S > 0 we can find an 
N0 so large that for all N > IV,, 
and 
Finally, we can use Anderson’s theorem 7.7.9 (cf. [2, p. 4311) to show that for 
each s = 0, I,..., i-!J-1’2 gY=l +j+) + + 1 + s), converges in distribution to a 
normally distributed vector I/(S) with mean zero and covariance matrix 
The /J(S) are obviously independently distributed. Consequently, if we let 
then v,?$ is a normally distributed vector with mean zero and covariance matrix 
Moreover, for each 6 and S we can by (2.108), (2.109) find an Nr > No so 
large that for all IV > JVr 
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But if that is so, then it is quite clear that p(N) converges in distribution to the 
normally distributed vector 
which has mean zero and covariance matrix CT,,~T~ as suggested by (2.117). 
Q.E.D. 
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